
COPPER WIDE

Copper shade is an over-sized, blow moulded and 
perfectly reflective globe that kick started the recent 
craze for copper in interiors the world over. This year 
we strip away the copper in favour of two new radical 
attitudes. In high-reflective Blue, Copper shade takes 
on the weightless form of a helium-filled balloon, an 
unidentified space-age object. In fetish black, Copper 
Shade becomes a patent monochromatic orb, a slick 
black ball with a metallised aluminium interior. 

Year of Design 2015
Material Polycarbonate

Bulb Spec  E27 28W (max). Bulb not included.
Cable Spec  250cm/98.4in clear cable.
Dimmability  Mains dimmable (depending on lamp application).
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COPPER WIDE PENDANT UL

Code 
Copper MSS01WUL

Black MSS01WBKUL

Blue MSS01WBLUL
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COPPER WIDE

Copper shade is an over-sized, blow moulded and 
perfectly reflective globe that kick started the recent 
craze for copper in interiors the world over. This year 
we strip away the copper in favour of two new radical 
attitudes. In high-reflective Blue, Copper shade takes 
on the weightless form of a helium-filled balloon, an 
unidentified space-age object. In fetish black, Copper 
Shade becomes a patent monochromatic orb, a slick 
black ball with a metallised aluminium interior. 

Year of Design 2015
Material Polycarbonate

Bulb Spec  E27 28W (max). Bulb not included.
Cable Spec  250cm/98.4in clear cable.
Dimmability  Mains dimmable (depending on lamp application).

Made To Order MOQ 50 units, lead time 3 months  
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MADE TO ORDER

COPPER WIDE PENDANT UL

Code 
Chrome MSS01WCHUL

Copper MSS01WGOUL
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Process 
Formed using a technically advanced process
of vacuum metallisation. The process involves
vaporising a small amount of pure metal at a
very high temperature and then sucking it on
to a surface by applying an electrical charge.

Cleaning Instructions 
Clean with a soft dry cloth only. Do not use 
polishing agents, water or abrasive materials 
when cleaning. Always switch off the 
electricity supply before cleaning.

Country of origin
Germany

Packaging 
Height 14.17 in
Width 21.65 in
Length   21.65 in
Weight  7.28 lbs

Product weight 
3.48 lbs

Ceiling Rose Included
Copper - Polished Copper Steel
Black - Gloss Black Steel
Blue - Gloss Blue Steel
Chrome - Polished Chrome Steel
Gold - Polished Brass Steel

Requires assembly 
Yes

Certification
UL/Cul

Recommended LED
E26 8-11W LED
Available at tomdixontrade.net
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